# LITERARY INFORMATION RESOURCES @ WEIS LIBRARY

where to find authoritative literary biography and criticism works in print and electronic form

## Reference Books

The following are part of the Gale Literature Collection:

**Contemporary Literary Criticism** | Each volume profiles novelists, poets, playwrights, journalists, and other fiction and non-fiction authors through the use of full-text and excerpted criticism from books, magazines, newspapers, literary reviews, and scholarly journals. *REF PN71.C59*

**Short Story Criticism** | This series profiles writers of short fiction from all time periods and parts of the world. Each volume provides biographical essays and primary source bibliographies along with full-text and excerpted criticism from various literary sources. *REF PN3373.S386*

**Poetry Criticism** | Each volume profiles poets selected from the literatures of all eras and parts of the world. The entries contain biographies, bibliographies, and full-text and excerpted selections of criticism from literary books, reviews, journals, and other sources. *REF PN111.P63*

**Drama Criticism** | This title profiles dramatists from the literatures of all eras and parts of the world. Each article includes a biography and bibliography, and contains full-text and excerpted material from literary criticism sources such as books and magazines. *REF PN1601.D59*

**Dictionary of Literary Biography** | The volumes in this set provide authoritative information about the historical context in which authors lived and wrote. They include biographies and scholarly essays about writers from all periods and parts of the world. *REF PN451.D5*

## Reference Databases

**Gale Literary Sources** is an online database that provides e-book access to the full-text of several literary biography and criticism reference publications. The reference titles include *Dictionary of Literary Biography*, *Contemporary Literary Criticism*, *Short Story Criticism*, *Poetry Criticism*, and *Drama Criticism*. For each title, the books published since 2015 can be browsed, searched, and downloaded.

**Gale's Literary Index** is a guide to the major literary series published by Gale. This database indexes more than 130 literary reference books, and affords access to more than 165,000 author names and 215,000 literary titles. It is the starting point for locating biographies on the authors that are covered in Gale reference books and critical essays about their works, including novels, poems, and plays.

## Physical Books

**WorldCat Discovery** is a database of the resources that are available in Weis Library. It describes and provides access to the library's print and digital books. For print books, the database identifies where they are shelved in Weis Library; and for e-books, it provides direct links to the full-text of the publications. Combining the functions of a traditional library catalog with the feel of a modern search engine, WorldCat Discovery is the recommended starting point for conducting research at Weis Library. Further, this research tool enables students and faculty to discover books located in other libraries throughout the United States and request them by interlibrary loans.

**Electronic Books**

**eBook Collection** is a searchable database that contains thousands of multidisciplinary e-book titles representing a broad range of academic subjects, such as art, business, education, history, law, literature, mathematics, political science, religion, and science. The collection provides access to the full-text of each e-book and it includes over 13,000 works in the literature and criticism category.

**ProQuest E-book Central** is a multidisciplinary database that provides access to over 120,000 e-books on a wide range of subjects. These include anthropology, business, economics, education, engineering, history, life sciences, literature, medicine, physical sciences, political science, religion, and sociology. The database contains more than 20,000 e-books in the language and literature category.

## Journals

**Academic Search Complete** is a multi-purpose database that includes journal and magazine articles about many subjects in the humanities, social sciences, medicine, and sciences. More than 8,500 of these publications are available in full-text; and nearly 7,300 of the publications contain articles that are peer-reviewed by experts. It is an excellent resource for scholarly articles about literature.

**MLA International Bibliography** is a citation database that provides detailed bibliographical information about literary journal articles, books, and dissertations. Created by the Modern Language Association, the database dates back to the 1920s and contains over 2.3 million citations from more than 4,400 journals and 1,000 book publishers. The database permits searches by literary genre.